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I
t is a time of change for the European hedge fund 
industry as the roll-out of the AIFMD gathers 
momentum, potentially driving powerful shifts in 
hedge fund packaging. HFMWeek spoke to Mark 
Schoen of Northern Trust Hedge Fund Services 
to preview what we can expect in 2014.

HFM: WHat iMpact Will tHe aiFMD Have on tHe 
european alternatives lanDscape in 2014?

Mark scHoen (Ms): The AIFMD coincides with greater in-
vestor appetite for alternative investments, provided these 
are able to demonstrate transparency around the risk and 
attribution process. From Northern Trust’s viewpoint, 
the majority of our institutional investor clients are look-
ing to increase their allocation to alternatives; however 
the nature of that allocation to hedge funds is changing. 
While previously a significant proportion would seek this 
allocation via the fund of hedge funds (FoHF) route, as 
they have gained more experience they are now looking to 
access direct via single hedge funds.

With the greater demand comes greater scrutiny. The 
AIFMD anticipates this with its provisions focused on reg-
ulators having better oversight of the manager and more 
security of the assets. Northern Trust recently polled cli-
ents attending its AIFMD regulatory seminar and as a re-
sult we believe the AIFMD is likely to resonate with some 
institutional investors who will potentially boost their 
hedge fund allocations. While the path to implementation 
has been far from smooth, it potentially creates a long-
term framework to manage the rising institutional inves-
tor allocations.

On the supply side, we see that managers are investing 

heavily to promote growth, expanding into new strate-
gies, jurisdictions and types of fund structures. They are 
also devoting more resources to operations: looking at 
outsourcing more operational processes in order to scale 
the anticipated growth.

HFM: WHat Will tHe aiFMD Mean For HeDge FunD 
DoMiciles?

Ms: The AIFMD will undoubtedly have an impact on the 
dynamics of the onshore and offshore hedge fund indus-
try.  But we still see the Cayman Islands as the primary 
location for most launches and do not expect that to 
change in the near term. Having said this, offshore juris-
dictions face further challenges in 2014 arising from the  
demand for transparency on tax affairs from all offshore 
jurisdictions from the OECD plan adopted by the G20 
at St Petersburg as part of measures to ‘de-offshore’ the 
global economy. 

A significant portion of hedge fund allocations still 
comes from the private wealth sector. For some manag-
ers there is perceived value in having an onshore domi-
cile. We have recently seen a number of hedge funds 
launching in Emea as a result.

The industry will be closely following the AIFMD’s 
impact on US managers of Cayman funds looking to 
market in Emea and the use of reverse solicitation rules 
over the next couple of years: will the US managers effec-
tively stop marketing to the EU, or seek to comply with 
AIFMD regulations or private placement regimes? Or 
will they launch new funds domiciled in the EU? 

International finance centres such as Guernsey – geo-
graphically based in the European area but not part of 
the European Union – are also boosting efforts to retain 
and attract alternative funds.  Guernsey has adopted two 
parallel regulatory regimes for investment funds: the ex-
isting regime remains in place for managers and inves-
tors not requiring an AIFMD fund, including those using 
EU national private placement regimes and those mar-
keting to non-EU investors, and an opt-in regime that is 
fully compliant with the AIFMD.

HFM: HoW Will tHe aiFMD iMpact HeDge FunD 
structures. is it a tWo-Horse race betWeen 
ucits anD aiFs For onsHore HeDge FunDs? anD 
HoW Will FunD oF FunDs anD ManageD account 
platForMs Fare?
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Ms: Since the 2008 financial crisis, alternative Ucits have 
attracted significant new inflows and become an estab-
lished part of the European hedge fund industry as they 
offer the appeal of the highly regulated Ucits brand. But 
they have not been a complete solution. While they have 
worked for the classic long-short structure, other strate-
gies such as CTA and swap replications are better suited 
to the greater flexibility that the AIFMD provisions pro-
vide.

Meanwhile, FoHFs have yet to recover to their pre-
2008 financial crisis allocation levels, as investors seek 
the greater transparency and lower costs of direct hedge 
fund investments. This is not to say FoHFs will not con-
tinue their appeal for certain investors, both the wealth 
sector and particularly new investors, who generally find 
FoHFs the easiest way to get allocations to a spread of 
hedge fund managers and strategies.  

Some FoHF managers have changed their business 
model to include customised managed account services 
as the more sophisticated investors demand more trans-
parency around the risk and returns process. In 2013, the 
industry saw quite a lot of talk, but limited progress in the 
managed account services environment.

HFM: tHere Has been a lot oF inDustry Focus on 
tHe aiFMD’s cHallenges but WHat about its op-
portunities?

Ms: By introducing a pan-European marketing passport 
for alternative investment fund managers, the AIFMD 
gives qualifying hedge fund managers a streamlined ap-
proach to fund distribution and brand recognition. This 
will be especially important for larger managers who will 
also benefit from the consolidation and simplification of 
management companies. 

That said, there still remain some frustrations around 
the transposition process, with not all jurisdictions ready 
or consistent in their approach. Hedge fund managers 
can benefit from partnering with an asset servicing pro-
vider who has a focused cross-disciplinary team, able to 
design solutions to help them comply and take full ad-
vantage of the new regulatory landscape. 

Over the next six months the focus will be on becom-
ing AIFMD-compliant by the July 2014 deadline. The 
stage will then be set for an intriguing race between 
hedge fund structures and their various domiciles. Ulti-
mately, it is likely there will be a range of winners as the 
deepening investor base widens the spectrum of Euro-
pean hedge fund solutions. n

over The neXT sIX monThs The focus wIll 
be on becomIng AIfmD-complIAnT by The July 
2014 DeADlIne. The sTAge wIll Then be seT 
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